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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES
March 16 and 17, 2012
University of Washington, Seattle, USA

The Research Center for International Economics (RCIE) at the University of Washington, the Korea Institute for Industrial Economics and Trade (KIET), the Asia-Pacific Economic Association (APEA), and the RCIE at the University of International Business and Economics (UIBE) are jointly organizing two conferences:

(a) “China and the World Economy”

Some possible topics (not limited to) to be considered:
• labor market and issues in China
• monetary and fiscal policies
• financial markets and issues in China
• foreign trade and issues
• foreign direct investment, inward and outward
• economic growth and development
• environment and economics
• industrial structure and development
• international issues and issues of other economies related to China
• technology and economics
• comparative economic systems and socialism

(b) “Global Economy”

Some possible topics (not limited to) to be considered:
• international economics: theory and empirical studies
• trade policies; monetary and fiscal policies
• cross-country comparison and studies
• international economic organizations
• international environment and economics
• foreign direct investment (inward or outward)
• international labor migration
• international technology transfer and intellectual property rights
• global economic issues
• cross-country externality
• international economic disputes and settlement

Papers presented will be considered for publication in one of two new journals: China Economic Policy Review and Global Journal of Economics. For submission (before November 15, 2011), please send an abstract or a paper to Joyce Wong [joycewong.apea@gmail.com]. All participants are welcome to attend both conferences. More information is available at http://faculty.washington.edu/karyiu/confer/sea12/index.htm.